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Potential of Magnetic Resonance Imaging Findings
to Refine Case Definition for Mechanical Low
Back Pain in Epidemiological Studies
A Systematic Review
Alison Endean, MBChB, MRCP, Keith T. Palmer, DM, MA, MSc, FRCP, FFOM, and
David Coggon, MA, PhD, DM, FRCP, FFOM, FFPH, FMedSci
Study Design. Systematic review and meta-analysis.
Objective. To assess how confidently low back pain (LBP) can be
attributed to abnormalities on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and
thereby explore the potential value of MRI abnormalities in refining
case definition for mechanical LBP in epidemiological research.
Summary of Background Data. Most epidemiological studies of
mechanical LBP have defined cases only by reported symptoms, but
it is possible that the potency of causes differs depending on whether
there is demonstrable underlying spinal pathology.
Methods. We reviewed the published data on MRI abnormalities,
looking for data on the repeatability of their assessment, their prevalence
in people free from LBP, and their association with LBP. Where data were
sufficient, we calculated a summary estimate of prevalence in people
without LBP and a meta-estimate of the odds ratio for the association
with LBP. A formula was then applied to estimate the corresponding
prevalence rate ratio, assuming 3 possible prevalence rates for LBP in
the general population.
Results. Data were most extensive for disc protrusion, nerve root
displacement or compression, disc degeneration, and high intensity
zone, all of which could be assessed repeatedly. All were associated
with LBP, meta-estimates of odds ratios ranging from 2.3 (nerve root
displacement or compression) to 3.6 (disc protrusion). However, even
for disc protrusion, estimates of the corresponding prevalence rate ratios
were mostly less than 2.
Conclusion. MRI findings of disc protrusion, nerve root displacement or
compression, disc degeneration, and high intensity zone are all associated
with LBP, but individually, none of these abnormalities provides a strong
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indication that LBP is attributable to underlying pathology. This limits their
value in refining epidemiological case definitions for LBP.
Key words: MRI, pathology, repeatability, diagnosis, classification,
epidemiology. Spine 2011;36:160–169

“M

echanical” low back pain (LBP) is a major cause
of illness and disability, especially in people of
working age. By definition, it excludes pain resulting from neoplasia, fracture, or inflammatory arthropathy;
and that referred from anatomic sites outside the spine; and in
most cases there is no clearly demonstrable underlying pathology. Thus, in the absence of more objective diagnostic criteria,
most epidemiological studies of mechanical LBP have defined
cases simply on the basis of reported symptoms. With this approach, various risk factors have been established, including
physical activities that stress the spine1 and psychological attributes such as low mood and tendency to somatize.2’3
However, when defined by symptoms alone, mechanical LBP
may not be etiologically homogeneous. Although the pathogenesis is generally unclear, structural abnormalities of the spine do
account for the symptoms in some cases. It could be, for example, that for LBP associated with identifiable underlying spinal
pathology, physical risk factors are relatively more important,
whereas psychological risk factors have less effect.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has opened up new
possibilities for refined diagnostic classification of mechanical
LBP in epidemiological research. Various abnormalities can
be identified on spinal MRI, including disc herniation, nerve
root impingement, disc degeneration, and high intensity zone
(HIZ) or anular tear. However, before any of these abnormalities is used in case definition, evidence is needed that it can
be measured repeatedly, and that it is importantly related to
the pathogenesis of symptoms and is not simply an incidental
finding. If an MRI abnormality accounted for LBP in only a
minority of the cases who displayed it, then its value in defining a subset of cases with distinct pathogenesis, and perhaps
differing etiology, would be limited.
In this context, the most relevant index of association between
an MRI abnormality and LBP is the attributable fraction among
cases (AFcases), defined as (PRR-1)/PRR, where PRR (prevalence
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rate ratio) is the ratio of LBP prevalence between people with
and without the MRI finding in the general population. For
example, if the AFcases were greater than 0.5 (i.e., the PRR
were greater than 2), then more than half of LBP cases with
the abnormality could be ascribed to it (or to a pathologic
process for which it was a marker).
PRR and AFcases can be estimated directly from cross- sectional surveys in representative samples from the general population in which the prevalence of LBP is assessed in relation
to MRI findings. However, studies that sample differentially
from patients with and without LBP can only characterize associations with MRI abnormalities by prevalence odds ratios,
and not by PRRs. To obtain an estimate of PRR from the
corresponding prevalence odds ratio, additional information
is needed. This can be done, for example, if the prevalence of
LBP in the general population and the prevalence of the MRI
abnormality in people without LBP are known. As demonstrated in Appendix 1 (Supplemental Digital Content, available at: http://links.lww.com/BRS/A447), the relationship is
described by the following formula:
PRR ⫽

POR[PrLBP ⫹ (POR.PrMRI ⫹ 1 ⫺ PrMRI) ⫻ (1 ⫺ PrLBP)]
POR.PrLBP ⫹ (POR.PrMRI ⫹ 1 ⫺ PrMRI) ⫻ (1 ⫺ PrLBP)

To assess how confidently LBP can be attributed to abnormalities when present on MRI, and thereby explore the
potential value of MRI abnormalities in case definition for
mechanical LBP in epidemiological research, we carried out
a systematic literature review, focusing principally on the
repeatability of their assessment, their prevalence in asymptomatic individuals, and the odds ratio for their association
with LBP. Assuming various prevalence rates for LBP in the
general population, we then applied the aforementioned formulas to estimate the PRR and AFcases for each of the MRI
abnormalities.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
To identify potentially relevant papers, we searched the EMBASE
(1996-August 2008) and MEDLINE (1950-August 2008) databases, using the algorithm set out in Appendix 2 (Supplemental
Digital Content, available at: http://links.lww.com/BRS/A447).
After elimination of duplicates, we checked titles and abstracts,
and discarded reports that clearly did not fall within the scope
of our review. Full text copies of the remaining references were
scrutinized, and relevant data were abstracted into tables. In addition, we checked the reference lists of these papers, looking
for other pertinent publications that might have been missed.
Additional material that was found in this way was again abstracted. Apart from the initial computerized search, all of the
aforementioned operations were carried out independently by
2 of the authors (A.E. and D.C.), and any disagreements were
resolved through discussion.
For each MRI abnormality, we noted the systems by which
it had been classified, and any information that was reported
on the repeatability of its assessment within and between observers, as characterized by kappa statistics. From those studSpine
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ies that provided data on the frequency of the abnormality
in people who were free from LBP, we derived prevalence estimates with corresponding 95% confidence intervals (95%
CIs). We then calculated a combined estimate of prevalence
by summing the numbers of cases of the abnormality and the
total numbers of pain-free subjects across all studies and by
taking their ratio.
We next focused on reports that compared the prevalence of the MRI abnormality in people with LBP and asymptomatic controls. We abstracted the numbers of subjects
with and without the MRI finding among the LBP cases and
controls, and then calculated a crude odds ratio and 95%
CI. Finally, where the data were sufficient, we calculated a
meta-estimate of the odds ratios across all studies, applying
a random or fixed effects (inverse variance) model depending on whether there was significant heterogeneity between
studies. Heterogeneity was assessed by Cochran Q, with a
P value less than 0.10 taken to indicate significant heterogeneity. This calculation was performed with the Sharp and
Sterne STATA macro (available at: http://bmj.bmjjournals.
com/archive/7126/7126ed9.htm).

RESULTS
After elimination of duplicates, the initial computer search
identified 4851 potentially relevant papers, of which 4645
were excluded after scrutiny of the title and abstract. The full
text was retrieved for the remaining 206 papers, and examination of the reference lists from these papers identified a further 14 publications that were not picked up by the computer
search, but which might contain relevant information. From
the total of 220 papers that were then independently read and
abstracted by 2 investigators, 45 contained data that were directly relevant to our review.
Most of the relevant studies focused largely or completely
on men and women of working age, but some also included
older participants. The way in which absence of symptoms
was specified varied. For example, some studies included
participants who had experienced shortlived LBP, provided
it had not led to absence from work or consultation with a
health professional. Al o, some required subjects to have
been free from symptoms lifelong, and others only in the past
year or currently. Where findings were presented separately
for people who had been asymptomatic for differing periods,
we gave preference to results for those who had been painfree for at least 12 months.
In reports providing information on the prevalence of MRI
abnormalities among people without LBP, the sizes of the
study samples ranged from 10 to 273 persons. Most investigations assessed 5 spinal levels from L1⫺L2 to L5⫺S1, but a
few examined only the lowest 3 or 4 of these levels, and 2 also
looked at part of the thoracic spine.4,5
With one exception,5 studies addressing the association of
MRI abnormalities with the occurrence of LBP again focused
entirely on the lumbar spine. Most compared LBP patients
with a separately selected control group, but 3 were based on
cross-sectional samples from the general population6 or from
occupational groups.7,8
www.spinejournal.com
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Disc Herniation
Various systems were used to classify disc herniation, as seen
on MRI. Most commonly, investigators distinguished all or
combinations of 5 grades (normal, disc bulge, protrusion, extrusion, and sequestration). However, some reports referred
simply to “herniation” without definition, and a few distinguished a subset of protrusions that were associated with displacement or compromise of nerve roots or other spinal structures. In general, the repeatability of grading systems for disc
herniation was good, with kappa statistics of 0.6 or higher for
agreement within and between observers.9–22
Table 1 summarizes findings from studies that assessed the
prevalence of disc herniation in subjects who did not have
LBP. Where possible, results are presented separately for findings of protrusion or worse, and of extrusion or worse. However, where papers reported numbers of people with protrusion and with extrusion, it was not always clear whether the
2 categories were mutually exclusive, or whether the same
individual could be classed as having both protrusion and
extrusion (because they were observed at 2 different spinal
levels). The reported prevalence of protrusion ranged from
4%7 to 76%,20 with some indication that prevalence was
lower at younger ages.29,32 However, most findings, including those from the 4 largest studies, were consistent with the
pooled prevalence of 27%. Prevalence estimates for extrusion
varied from 0% to 24%, with rates in the 2 largest studies of
6% and 7%, and a combined prevalence of 9%.
Data on the association of disc herniation with LBP were
available from 6 studies (Table 2). Odds ratios for protrusion ranged from 1.3 to 8.8, with significant heterogeneity
(Q ⫽ 16.846, 5 df, P ⫽ 0.005). The meta-estimate for the
odds ratio from a random effects model was 3.6 (95% CI,
1.8–7.0). Less information was available on associations with
extrusion, but in studies that looked at both grades of herniation, odds ratios for extrusion were not consistently higher or
lower than for protrusion.

Nerve Root Impingement
Studies that examined the prevalence of nerve root impingement and its relation to LBP most commonly graded MRI
appearances according to whether there was contact with a
nerve root, displacement, or frank compression. The repeatability of such classification was good with kappa statistics,
usually in the order of 0.6 or higher for within and between
observer agreement.9,11-13,18,36–40
Table 3 summarizes studies that provided information
on the occurrence of nerve root impingement in people who
did not have LBP. Estimated prevalence rates for nerve root
contact, with or without displacement, ranged from 11% to
23%, whereas those for displacement and/or compression
were in the order of 2% to 5%.
The combined estimate for compression alone was 3%,
whereas that for displacement or compression was 4%.
Three studies provided information on the association
of nerve root impingement with LBP (Table 4). Two investigations indicated odds ratios of 2.2 and 2.3 for displacement or compression6 and compression,7 respectively.8 In
162
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the third study,20 associations, both with compression and
with any level of impingement, were much stronger. The
difference arose because the prevalence of nerve root compression among back pain cases was much higher than in
the other 2 studies (54% vs. 6% and 8%), and it is of note
that all of the cases in this study had concordant symptoms
on discography.

Disc Degeneration
Disc degeneration was variably defined by the presence or severity of reduced disc height and/or reduced signal intensity in
T2-weighted scans. Where the repeatability of classification
was assessed within or between observers, kappa or weighted kappa statistics exceeded 0.5 and often were higher than
0.7.16,18,20,38,39,41,42
Data on the prevalence of disc degeneration in people who did
not have LBP were available from 21 studies5-8,10,16,18,20,23–25,29,31,32,34,43–48,
details of which are summarized in Supplementary Tables
(Supplemental Digital Content, Table A and Table B, available at: http://links.lww.com/BRS/A447). Prevalence estimates varied widely (from 7% to 85%) in a way that could
not be explained by obvious differences in diagnostic criteria
or in the age distribution and previous symptom history of
participants. The combined estimate of prevalence from all
studies was 54%.
Eight studies provided estimates of the association between
disc degeneration and LBP,5–8,20,32,45,46 with odds ratios ranging from 1.946 to 8.7.5 There was no significant heterogeneity
between studies (Q ⫽ 4.929, 7 df, P ⫽ 0.669), and the metaestimate of the odds ratio from a fixed effects model was 2.5
(95% CI, 2.0–7.4).

HIZ or Anular Tear
Studies classified HIZ or anular tear simply as present or
absent. Repeatability within and between observers was
generally good or excellent, with kappa statistics exceeding
0.5.13,16,18,38,49,50 Estimates of the prevalence of HIZ or anular
tear in people without LBP ranged from 6% to 56% (Table 5),
with a combined prevalence of 28%.
Many studies have examined the relation of HIZ on MRI
to pain on discography, but only 2 reports provided data on
the association of HIZ with LBP in the absence of provocative
testing. The first gave an odds ratio of 4.6 (95% CI, 1.9–11.1),
but this is likely to have been upwardly biased because the
method of recruiting LBP patients tended to over-represent
those with HIZ.51 The other investigation indicated an odds
ratio of 2.5 (95% CI, 1.6–3.9).6

Other MRI Abnormalities
Findings for other MRI abnormalities (spinal canal stenosis,
Schmorl’s nodes, spodylolisthesis, and facet joint arthropathy)
were more sparse, and are summarized in Appendix 3 (Supplemental Digital Content, available at: http://links.lww.com/BRS/A447).
Estimates of PRR and AFcases
When deriving estimates of PRR and AFcases for associations between MRI abnormalities and LBP, we assumed 3 alternative
January 2011
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TABLE 1. Prevalence of Disc Herniation in People Who Do Not Have Low Back Pain
Reference

Population Studied

No. Discs
No. Subjects Mean Age Examined
(No. Male)
(Range) Per Person

Boden et al,
199023

Volunteers with no history
of LBP lasting >24 h or
leading to absence from
work, or of sciatica

67 (30)

42 (20–80)

5

Boden et al,
199520

Volunteers from trauma
46 (34)
clinic who had never consulted or been absent from
work because of LBP

36 (20–50)

5

Chung et al,
200424

Volunteers with no history
of LBP or related complaints

59 (28)

42 (20–75)

Haig et al,
20064

Volunteers with no back
pain

32 (NA*)

Healey et al,
199625

Asymptomatic athletes

19 (19)

Jarvik et al,
200116

Grade of Disc
Herniation

Prevalence %
(95 % CI)

Extrusion beyond confines
of vertebral body resulting
24% (14%–36%)
in displacement of epidural
fat, nerve root or thecal sac
⭓Protrusion
Extrusion

76% (61%–87%)
13% (5%–26%)

5

Protrusion

20% (11%–33%)

66 (55–80)

6

Herniation

19% (7%–36%)

53 (41–69)

5

Central protrusion
Herniation

58% (34%–
21% (6%–46%)

Patients with no LBP in the
past 4 mo that was more
148 (131)
than mildly bothersome

54 (36–71)

5

Protrusion Extruson

32% (25%–40%)
6% (3%–11%)

Jensen et al,
199426

Volunteers with no history
of LBP lasting >48 h or of 98 (50)
lumbosacral radiculopathy

42 (20–80)

5

Protrusion
Extrusion

27% (18%–36%)
1% (0%–6%)

Kjaer et al,
20056

Volunteers from general
population with no LBP in
past year

128 (NA*)

40 (40–40)

5

⭓Protrusion

22% (15%–30%)

Parkkola et
al, 199327

Volunteers from general
population with no history
of back pain

60 (NA*)

NA*
(30–47)

3

⭓Protrusion

15% (7%–27%)

Mikhael et al,
Normal volunteers
198528

10 (5)

NA*
5
(ⱖ19–ⱕ72)

Central herniation

10% (0%–45%)

Salminen et
al, 199929

Schoolchildren with no
history of LBP

19 (NA*)

18 (18–18)

5

Protrusion

16% (3%–40%)

Savage et al,
19977

Volunteers from 5 occupations with no LBP in past
70
year

NA*
5
(ⱖ20–ⱕ58)

Protrusion

4% (1%–12%)

Schellhas et
al, 199530

Volunteers with no history
of LBP or radicular pain

17 (NA*)

30 (22–54)

5

Herniation

0% (0%–20%)

Stadnik et al,
199831

Volunteers referred for
head and neck imaging
with no LBP or sciatica in
past 6 mo

36 (20)

42 (17–71)

3

Protrusion
Extrusion

33% (19%–51%)
0% (0%–10%)

Visuri et al,
200532

Male conscripts who had
never had LBP

5

Protrusion
Extrusion with nerve root
or dural contact and spinal
or root canal compromise

12% (6%–21%)
14% (8%–23%)

3

Herniation extending beyond margins of vertebral
endplates with displacement of epidural fat, nerve
root or thecal sac

10% (3%–23%)

Weinreb et
al, 198933

Asymptomatic non-pregnant volunteers

90 (90)

41 (0)

20 (18–26)

30 (19–40)

(continues)
Spine
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TABLE 1. (Continued )
Reference

Population Studied

No. Discs
No. Subjects Mean Age Examined
(No. Male)
(Range) Per Person

Grade of Disc
Herniation

Prevalence %
(95 %CI)

Weishaupt
et al,
199818

Volunteers referred for
non-spinal imaging who
had never Consulted or
been absent from work
because of LBP

60 (30)

35 (20–50)

5

Protrusion
Extrusion

40% (28%–54%)
18% (10%–30%)

Carragee et
al, 200634

Cervical disc disease
patients with no history
of LBP causing functional
loss or requiring treatment

200 (119)

39 (NA*)

5

Protrusion
Extrusion

31% (24%–37%)
7% (4%–12%)

Tong et al,
200635

Asymptomatic volunteers

33 (13)

65 (55–79)

5

Herniation

18% (7%–36%)

*NA indicates not available; LBP, low back pain.

TABLE 2. Association of Disc Herniation With Low Back Pain
Low Back Pain

Reference

Population Studied

No Low Back Pain

Disc
No Disc
Disc
No Disc
Grade of Disc Herniation Herniation Herniation Herniation
Herniation
n (%)
n (%)
n (%)
n (%)

Odds Ratio
(95% CI)

Boos et al,
199520

46 LBP patients with
concordant symptoms on
discography: 46 volunteers
who had never consulted
or been absent from work
because of LBP

ⱖProtrusion
ⱖExtrusion

44 (96)
19 (41)

2 (4)
27 (59)

35 (76)
6 (13)

11 (24)
40 (87)

6.9 (1.4–33.3)
4.7 (1.7–13.3)

Jensen et al,
199426

27 patients with back pain;
98 volunteers with no
history of back pain lasting
>48 hr or of lumbosacral
radiculopathy

ⱖProtrusion
ⱖExtrusion

21 (78)
7 (26)

6 (22)
20 (74)

28 (28)
1 (1)

70 (71)
97 (99)

8.8 (3.2–24.0)
34 (4.0–291)

Kjaer et al,
20056

Volunteers from general
population, including 284
with LBP in past year and
128 without such pain

ⱖProtrusion

74 (26)

210 (74)

28 (22)

100 (78)

1.3 (0.8–2.1)

Parkkola
et al, 199327

48 patients with chronic
LBP; 60 volunteers from
general population with no
history of back pain

Protrusion or
prolapse

20 (42)

28 (58)

9 (15)

51 (85)

4.1 (1.6–10.1)

Savage et al,
19977

149 volunteers from 5
occupations, including 79
with LBP in past year and
70 without such pain

ⱖProtrusion

12 (15)

67 (85)

3 (4)

67 (96)

4.0 (1.1-14.8)

108 male conscripts with
chronic LBP: 90 male
conscripts who had never
had LBP

Protrusion
Extrusion with
nerve root or
33 (31)
dural contact
31 (29)
and spinal or
root canal compromise

75 (69)
77 (71)

11 (12)
13 (14)

79 (88)
77 (86)

3.2 (1.5–4.9)
2.4(1.2–4.9)

Visuri et al,
200532

LBP indicates low back pain.
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TABLE 3. Prevalence of Nerve Root Impingement in People Who Do Not Have Low Back Pain
Reference

Population Studied

No. Subjects
(No. Male)

No. levels
Examined
per Person

Grade of
Nerve Root
Impingement

36 (20–50)

5

Contact or
displacement
Compression

Mean Age
(Range)

Prevalence %
(95% CI)

Boos et al,
199520

Volunteers from trauma
clinic who had never consulted or been absent from
work because of LBP

Jarvik et al,
200116

Patients with no LBP in the
past 4 mo that was more than 148 (131)
mildly bothersome

54 (36–71)

5

Displacement
or compression

3% (1%–8%)

Kjaer et al,
20056

Volunteers from general
population with no LBP in
past year

128 (NA*)

40 (40–40)

5

Displacement
or compression

4% (1%–9%)

Savage et al,
19977

Volunteers from 5 occupations with no LBP in past
year

70 (70)

NA (ⱖ20–ⱕ58)

5

Compression

3% (0%–10%)

60 (30)

35 (20–50)

5

Contact
Displacement
Compression

23% (13%–36%)
5% (1%–14%)
2% (0%–9%)

200 (119)

39 (NA*)

5

Contact Displacement or
Compression

11% (7%–15%)
3% (1%–6%)

Volunteers referred for nonspinal imaging who had
Weishaupt et al,
never consulted or been
18
1998
absent from work because
of LBP
Carragee et al,
200634

Cervical disc disease patients
with no history of LBP causing functional loss or requiring treatment

46 (34)

17% (8%–31%)
4% (1%–15%)

*NA indicates not available; LBP, low back pain.

TABLE 4. Association of Nerve Root Impingement With Low Back Pain
Low Back Pain

Reference

Boos et al,
199520

Population
Studied

No Low Back Pain

No Nerve
Grade of
Nerve Root
Root
Nerve Root
Nerve Root Impingement Impingement Impingement
Impingement
n (%)
n (%)
n (%)

46 LBP patients
with concordant symptoms Contact,
38 (83)
on discography:
displace46 volunteers
ment or
who had never
compression
consulted or
Compression
25 (54)
been absent
from work because of LBP

Kjaer et al,
20056

Volunteers from
general population, including
284 with LBP
in past year and
128 without
such pain

Savage et
al, 19977

149 volunteers
from 5 occupations, including
Compression
79 with LBP in
past year and 70
without such pain

Displacement
or compression

No Nerve
Root
Impingement
n (%)

Odds
Ratio (95%
CL)
17 (6.1–48)

8 (17)

10 (22)

36 (78)

21 (46)

2 (4)

44 (96)

23 (8)

251 (92)

5 (4)

123 (96)

2.2 (0.8–5.6)

5 (6)

74 (94)

2 (3)

69 (97)

2.3 (0.4–12.4)

26 (5.7–121)

LBP indicates low back pain.
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TABLE 5. Prevalence of High Intensity Zone in People Who Do Not Have Low Back Pain
Reference

Population Studied

No. Subjects
(No. Male)

No. Discs
Examined per
Person

Mean Age
(Range)

Prevalence %
(95% CI)

Jarvik et al,
200116

Patients with no LBP in the past 4 mo
148 (131)
that was more than mildly bothersome

54 (36–71)

5

38% (30%–46%)

Kjaer et al,
20056

Volunteers from general population
with no LBP in past year

128 (NA*)

40 (40–40)

5

27% (19%–34%)

Schellhas et al,
199530

Volunteers with no history of LBP or
radicular pain

17 (NA*)

30 (22–54)

5

6% (0%–29%)

Stadnik et al,
199831

Volunteers referred for head and neck
imaging with no LBP or sciatica in
past 6 mo

36 (20)

42 (17–71)

3

56% (38–72%)

Weishaupt
et al, 199818

Volunteers referred for non-spinal
imaging who had never consulted or
been absent from work because of
LBP

60 (30)

35 (20–50)

5

32% (20%–45%)

Carragee
et al, 200634

Cervical disc disease patients with no
history of LBP causing functional loss
or requiring treatment

200 (119)

39 (NA*)

5

20% (14%–25%)

Carragee
et al, 200051

Patients from various sources with no
recent LBP

54 (44)

40 (22–57)

3

24% (13%–38%)

*NA indicates not available; LBP, low back pain.

prevalence rates for LBP in the population of interest. The highest, 67%, corresponded to the combined prevalence of LBP in
the 3 population-based studies that contributed data on associations between MRI abnormalities and LBP.6-8 The second, 50%,
is closer to the 1-year prevalence of LBP in a large, geographically
representative survey in the United Kingdom,52 and the third,
30%, approximates to several reported estimates for the 1-month
prevalence of LBP.53
Data were considered sufficient to estimate PRR and
AFcases for disc protrusion, nerve root displacement or compression, disc degeneration, and HIZ or anular tear. For
each of these abnormalities, calculations were based on
the combined prevalence of the MRI finding in people who
did not have LBP from all relevant studies. For disc protrusion and disc degeneration, the odds ratios for the associa-

tions with LBP were taken as the meta-estimates from relevant studies. For nerve root displacement or compression,
we assumed an odds ratio of 2.3 for the association with
LBP (the odds ratio of 26 from the study by Boos et al20
was disregarded because it was based on back pain patients
with concordant symptoms on discog- raphy, who were
likely to have been atypical), and for HIZ or anular tear,
2.5. Associations of the other MRI abnormalities with LBP
were too weak or too uncertain to justify estimating PRRs.
Table 6 shows the estimates of PRR and AFcases that were
calculated with these assumptions. PRRs were substantially
attenuated in comparison with the corresponding odds ratios,
especially when the assumed prevalence of LBP was high. The
highest PRRs were for disc protrusion, but even for a LBP
prevalence of 30%, the PRR for disc protrusion was only 2.4,

TABLE 6. Estimates of Prevalence Rate Ratio and Attributable Fraction in Cases for Associations of

MRI Abnormalities

MRI Abnormality

Prevalence of MRI
Odds Ratio for
Abnormality in
Association of MRI
People Without
Abnormality With
LBP
LBP

Prevalence of
LBP 30%
PRR

AFcases

Prevalence of
LBP 50%
PRR

AFcases

Prevalence of
LBP 67%
PRR

AFcases

Disc protrusion

27%

3.6

2.4

0.58

1.8

0.45

1.5

0.33

Nerve root displacement/compression

4%

2.3

1.7

0.40

1.4

0.29

1.2

0.19

Disc degeneration

54%

2.5

1.9

0.49

1.6

0.39

1.4

0.28

HIZ/anular tear

28%

2.5

1.9

0.46

1.5

0.35

1.3

0.25

LBP indicates low back pain; PRR, prevalence rate ratio; AF, attributable fraction; HIZ, high intensity zone; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.
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corresponding to an AFcases of 0.58. The abnormality with the
next highest PRRs (1.4-1.9) was disc degeneration.

DISCUSSION
Our analysis suggests that disc protrusion is the MRI abnormality most strongly associated with LBP, followed by disc
degeneration, HIZ or anular tear, and then nerve root displacement or compression. However, even for disc protrusion, estimates of AFcases were mostly less than 0.5.
The methods that we used had several limitations. The studies reviewed had not been designed to answer the specific questions in which we were interested, and they differed in the demographic characteristics of participants, the criteria by which
subjects were classed as being free from symptoms, the severity
of LBP in those who had it, and the diagnostic criteria for pathology on MRI. These differences may account to some extent for the heterogeneity between studies in estimates of the
prevalence of MRI abnormalities and of their association with
LBP. Nevertheless, it seems unlikely that this would have caused
PRRs to be substantially underestimated. For example, even
with an odds ratio as high as 4.5, the PRR for disc protrusion
with an assumed LBP prevalence of 50% would have been only
2.1. Similarly, estimates of PRR were not particularly sensitive
to the assumed prevalence of MRI abnormalities in people without LBP. If the prevalence of LBP was assumed to be 50%, taking the prevalence of disc protrusion in asymptomatic subjects
as 40% instead of 27% only increased the PRR from 1.8 to 1.9.
It is also unlikely that PRRs will have been seriously underestimated because of errors in the classification of MRI
abnormalities. In the studies that assessed the repeatability of
MRI diagnoses within and between observers, agreement was
generally good or excellent.
The odds ratios that we estimated did not adjust for potential confounding effects of age or gender, or of other concomitant spinal pathology. However, any such confounding would
be expected to inflate rather than diminish risk estimates, and
again is unlikely to have caused important underestimation of
PRRs or AFscases.
The major driver of the differences between odds ratios and
the corresponding PRRs was the assumed prevalence of LBP
in the general population. This prevalence will depend on the
case definition for LBP (for example, symptoms of sufficient
severity to prompt referral to a spinal clinic will be less common than those reported in response to a questionnaire, and
prevalence over 1 month is lower than that over 12 months)
and on the characteristics of the study population (for example, LBP is more common in people whose work involves
frequent heavy lifting).1 Three of the studies that contributed
to our analysis were based on cross-sectional samples of the
general population or occupational groups, and in these surveys, the prevalence of LBP according to our preferred definition (prevalence in the past 12 months) was relatively high.6-8
However, 2 of these studies also assessed the association with
MRI findings for case definitions with a lower prevalence (LBP
in the past month6 and LBP at least once a month over the past
12 months7). With these alternative definitions, odds ratios for
the association of LBP with MRI abnormalities tended to be
Spine
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lower, often quite markedly. Thus, it cannot be assumed that
higher PRRs would apply to more stringent definitions of LBP.
The finding that PRRs for LBP associations with disc protrusion, nerve root displacement or compression, disc degeneration, and HIZ or anular tear are generally less than 2 casts
doubt on the potential of these abnormalities to refine case
definition for LBP. This is because in a case group comprising
people with LBP and a given MRI abnormality, the pain would
be unrelated to the abnormality in many (generally more than
half) of the cases. As a consequence, any causal associations
that were specific to pain arising from the abnormality would
be substantially diluted. For example, if LBP were attributable
to an abnormality in half of the cases who displayed it (a PRR
of 2 and AFcases of 0.5), and a risk factor doubled the risk of
LBP generated through the abnormality but had no effect on
LBP with other pathogenesis, the expected relative risk of 2
would be diluted to 1.5 in a study that defined cases by the
presence of pain combined with the MRI finding. And if the
AFcases were smaller—say, 0.33—the dilution of risk would be
even greater (expected relative risk, 1.33).
It may be that when present in combination, some MRI
findings are more predictive of LBP than when found in isolation. However, we were not able to explore this question with
the data that were available. It is also possible that some of
the MRI findings examined are related more closely to symptoms other than LBP. In particular, there is evidence that nerve
root impingement is more strongly associated with sciatica
and neurologic symptoms in the lower limb than with LBP
alone.38,54-56 Of the MRI abnormalities that we examined, disc
herni- ation, disc degeneration, HIZ or anular tear, and nerve
root displacement or compression seem likely to be the most
useful in distinguishing a subset of LBP cases that is etiologically distinct. However, our analysis suggests that, individually, none of these findings can be regarded as a clear indication
that LBP is attributable to underlying spinal pathology. This
limits the value of such abnormalities, at least individually, in
refining case definitions for LBP in epidemiological studies.
Supplemental digital content is available for this article.
Direct URL citations appear in the printed text, and links to
the digital files are provided in the HTML text of this article
on the journal’s Web site (www.spinejournal.com).

➢ Key Points
 Disc protrusion, nerve root displacement or compression, disc degeneration, and high intensity zone can
all be assessed repeatedly on MRI.
 All of these abnormalities are associated with LBP,
but with estimated prevalence rate ratios generally
less than 2.
 Individually, none of these abnormalities provides a
clear indication that LBP is attributable to underlying
pathology.
 This limits the value of MRI abnormalities in refining
epidemiological case definitions for LBP.
www.spinejournal.com
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